
SWITCHAPLACE 2: DOWNLOAD SET (Prepositions of movement)

Ideas for using these cards:

1. Give your students some cards, without sentences, and have them write Q & A in their notebooks.

 2. “Divide the students into pairs, give each pair an equal number of cards, and they have to read in each 
one in turn, racing to read faster than the other pairs. Or reading as many as they can in a minute and 
recording their results, then trying to beat them." Janina Tubby. You can do this activity using Q & A.

3. Play Tic Tac Toe, Gridlock, Pairs, Hidden Card and other games with these cards.

4. Print out 2 sets of cards and play 'Answer/Question' by laying one set of cards face up on the table and 
keeping the other set in your hand. Ask questions and students find and answer them. The student who 
answers correctly picks up that card and you lay the redundant card face up on the table and continue. For
beginners give each student a set of cards focusing on a single preposition.

5. Play "Switchaplace"

SWITCHAPLACE RULES
 1.  Deal 7 cards to each player.
 2.  Place the pack face down, turn over the top card and place it by the pack.
 3.  Each player in turn plays a card, reading the preposition and sentence, which must match the color or 
preposition of the previous card.
 4.  A special “switchaplace” card changes the color or preposition of the card to be played.
 5.  If a player cannot play, then he or she must take a card from the pack.
 6.  The object of the game is to get rid of all your cards.
7.  Remove pack after a winner is found and continue playing.

Pack 2: around, off, over, past, through, to

Note that when playing the game a player can only play one card or make one play and must await his 
turn to play any card taken from the deck. Also the special Switchit card cannot be the last card played.

Printing:
I usually print backs on my cards and find that using thick inkjet paper, laminating and then cutting is the 
best way to go. If you work at an institution and intend to play the game there, then at least get the backs 
printed there.

Contains:
60 different game cards with sentences.

Special Switchit cards, which doubles as a handy reference card. I recommend that you use 8 of these 
cards when playing Switchaplace

Rules cards and Cover cards

Diagnostic Posters 1 and 2

Pack 2 of Switchaplace focuses on prepositions of movement. Please email for details. 
stedefaest@ybb.ne.  jp

Ready made packs, with or without sentences, are available from David Lisgo.
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